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FOREWORD

Research Bulletins Nos. 7 and 9 there were published
reports of the committee on terminology. A further report of that
Icommittee
is presented herewith. In it the committee recommends that
N ACCOUNTING

the committee on accounting procedure should consider the feasibility
of bringing about the elimination of the term "surplus" in published
financial statements and the substitution of more informative designations. At a meeting of the committee on accounting procedure held in
Detroit on September 15th, it was resolved to appoint a subcommittee
to consider the feasibility of such a step, with a view to an early report
to the full committee. Expressions of opinion on the subject from
members of the Institute or others will be welcomed by the research
department and the committee on terminology.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON TERMINOLOGY
ANNUAL REPORT, 1941
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS:
GENTLEMEN:

In its report of May 14, 1940, the committee indicated its intention
(subject to the approval of the Council subsequently given) of undertaking discussion of specialized accounting uses of a number of terms.
It may be well to emphasize at this time that the committee welcomes
criticisms of its bulletins and also suggestions from members of the
Institute or others for modifications of existing practice whenever
that would tend to a better understanding of accounts. In the report
above mentioned, the committee said: "A question may no doubt be
raised whether all such uses are necessary or expedient or whether
some should be abolished" (page 54).
In this report the committee proposes to discuss the uses of the word
"surplus." Nowhere in accounting, perhaps, is the conflict between
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the concepts of cost and value as the bases of accounting reflected more
strikingly than in the uses of this term.
The report of the committee on terminology of 1931 listed a number
of terms, in which the word "surplus" was included. It recognized
two broad classifications — earned surplus and capital surplus. The
latter it regarded as comprising paid-in surplus, designated surplus,
and revaluation surplus.1
The reappraisal of assets and the revaluation surplus often associated
therewith were clearly reflections of the value concept of balance
sheets and accounting. If the "value" of the assets of a corporation
and of the enterprise carried on by it increased, the increase might be
recognized in the books and produce a capital surplus, an appraisal
surplus, or a revaluation surplus. While both the practice and the
terminology are now discredited, their influence on the public thinking is still felt.
The emphasis has, however, shifted to another of the subdivisions
of capital surplus recognized by the committee of 1931. If the value of
an enterprise declines, a corporation may be able to reacquire some
of its own capital stock at less than par or the legal capital paid in upon
the issue thereof and by retiring such stock may reduce its legal capital
by a sum exceeding the amount expended. If so, according to current
usage a paid-in surplus is created.2 This is clearly a reflection of the
cost or investment concept of the balance sheet and accounting. A
part of what was paid in as legal capital has ceased to be legal capital,
without having been withdrawn.
In its report of May 13, 1941, this committee expressed regret that
the term "earned surplus" had superseded the earlier "undivided
profits," though it accepted with a minor change a definition of earned
surplus proposed by a special committee of the Institute in 1930 (see
Bulletin No. 9, page 75).
The committee now suggests that the use of the term "surplus" in
relation to a discount on acquisition by a corporation of its own
securities may be misleading. A large discount on a company's common stock usually implies a decline in the value of the enterprise. The
term "surplus" can be applied to it only on the assumption that it has
no more defining significance than the famous "Rest" in the balance
sheet of the Bank of England. Indeed, it is hardly too much to say that
the word "surplus" as currently used is generally either non-descrip107
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See also Capital Surplus and Corporate Net Worth, by R. P. Marple, Ronald Press,

1936.
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See, for instance, "Accounting Principles Underlying Corpora

ments," The Accounting Review, June, 1941, p. 138.
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tive or mis-descriptive, since in the public mind it has a connotation of
value. The committee suggests that the general abandonment of the
use of the term would be a major step towards making the proprietorship section of the balance sheet more significant. It would lead to
the substitution of really descriptive specific titles for uninformative
classifications.
To illustrate, paid-in surplus today commonly reflects (a) amounts
by which the sums paid in on original issues of capital stock exceeded
the legal capital created thereby, or (b) amounts by which the sums
paid out on reacquisition and retirement of capital stock fell short of
the legal capital represented by the stock retired. Clearly the two
classes of items have very different significance.
The term "net worth," once widely employed, is fading from use as
the fact becomes more generally recognized that a balance sheet does
not purport to reflect and could not usefully reflect the value of the
enterprise or of equity interests therein. The word "surplus" might
well follow it into disuse. An excess over legal capital paid in on an issue
of stock could then be classified as "capital," which is what accounting
considers it to be (see Bulletin No. 11). The fiction that a decline in the
value of an enterprise followed by a redemption of a part of the stock
of the owning corporation gives rise to a surplus, would then no longer
be accepted.
The committee recognizes that the present usage is well intrenched,
however desirable its elimination may be. It suggests that the committee on accounting procedure might be asked to consider and report
upon:
(a) the feasibility of bringing about a general discontinuance of
the use of the word "surplus"; and
(b) designations which might be substituted in the proprietorship section of the balance sheet and which would make it
clear that balances in this section reflect investment rather
than value and would emphasize the distinctions between (1)
legal capital, (2) capital in excess of legal capital, and (3)
undivided profits.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE O . M A Y , Chairman
GEORGE D . BAILEY
WILLIAM D . CRANSTOUN

September 15, 1941
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